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TcCO2 recording
After cleansing the skin with alcohol the TcCO2 sensor was placed on the upper part of the chest
parasternally, a few centimetres under clavicle according to the manufacturer’s guideline. The probe was
heated up to 43ºC at which temperature it remained attached continuously during the recording time
maximally for 8 hours. Before each recording TcCO2 signal was calibrated by flushing the sensors with a
calibration gas containing 5 % of CO2. The subjects were in supine position during the recordings.

TcCO2 signal processing and detection of pit patterns
In the TcCO2 preprocessing phase, we first marked the positions of clear artifacts manually. The artifacts at
the beginning or at the end of the recording were simply removed. The artifacts in the middle of the
recording were replaced with line segments that were not included in the total duration of the signal. In
addition to the conventional measures, such as the signal median and 7kPa threshold (illustrated in Figure 1),
we characterized its overnight variability by detecting abrupt negative slopes (referred to as pit-patterns).
Detection of the pit-patterns was done with the help of a computerized algorithm. Supplementary Figure 1
gives an example output of the algorithm, the details of which are presented below.

Supplementary Figure 1. An example of the TcCO2 pit pattern analyzer in a 30 minutes interval.

Let us denote the (down-sampled and noise filtered) 1 Hz TcCO2 signal by s[k], where k ranges from 1 to the
length of the signal N. In addition, we introduce the threshold parameters (along with their default values) p
(0.08kPa), T (90 sec), minWidth (10 sec), minSep (10 sec) and epsilon (p/20) that are needed to control the
operation of the algorithm.

1. For each k from 1 to N, define j[k] := Arg max{s[j] – s[k] | k-T  j < k}. Now, the maximal decrease in the
signal between the index k and the preceding window of T seconds can be found between the indices j[k] and
k.
2. Choose all the intervals that satisfy (s[j[k]] – s[k])  p, or in other words, which correspond to a decrease
of at least p kPa.
3. Combine the overlapping intervals by using the following rules:

3.1 Ignore intervals that are shorter than minWidth.
3.2 For two overlapping intervals, combine them in case that the last signal value of the latter
interval is smaller than the last signal value of the former interval + epsilon, or otherwise
ignore the latter interval.
3.3 Combine the intervals that are closer to each other than minSep seconds.

4. Use these completed negative slopes to compute their average duration, slope, amplitude down and
frequency under different phases of sleep.



Supplementary Table 1. A table of univariate analysis describing the pairwise association between the risk factors used as predictors in the multivariable
regression models. P-values < 0.05 are highlighted with yellow color.


